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Introduction

The Department of Defense has placed renewed emphasis on the transfer of DoD technology to the non-DoD and private sectors. The public policy concerns addressed by this new emphasis on DoD scientific and technical efforts goes to the strong commitment of the Administration to leverage DoD resources to enhance the global competitiveness of the U.S. economy. The Department of Defense has also recognized the increased need to make best use of available commercial or non-DoD developed technologies where doing so can permit DoD to meet operational requirements at lower cost and more rapid development, and evaluate a unique DoD solution. The Director, Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E) is responsible for coordination of all research on training, and test and evaluation policies. The Science Advisor to the President of the United States, Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) requested DDR&E support to development a national education and training strategy through the use and integration of defense advanced information technologies. The Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) has been identified as the DoD focal point for these information technology activities. Acting as the DDR&E's executive agent, the DMSO has been directed to foster cooperation between DoD and OSTP to maximize the integration of defense developed information technologies used to create computer-aided education and training environments while reducing unnecessary duplicative development and acquisitions of information products and capabilities. In addition, the DMSO will coordinate actions within and across DoD to ensure compatibility and complementary information technology activities support the stated objectives and policies.

DMSO has specifically requested that IRIA expand upon its previous task and join an ongoing DMSO effort to provide support to OSTP as part of IRIA's broad mission to facilitate use of existing scientific and technical information in support of DoD and national needs.

We were tasked to evaluate DoD and related organizational modeling and simulation capabilities, technologies, and resources for potential application to national requirements. In this evaluation process, we reviewed and assessed plans prepared by other DoD and Federal Government agencies and departments to determine whether or not DoD modeling and simulation capabilities can be effectively applied in addition to or in lieu of resources identified in such plans.

Collection, analysis, and dissemination of modeling and simulation technologies in meetings, seminars, conference, workshops, and reports are key processes in implementation of computer assisted education. During this effort, we identified a multitude of such processes and reported on their applicability to the program manager. Topics of particular interest included,

- infusion of modeling and simulation in education and training technology development
- insertion of modeling and simulation in on-going education and training programs
- application of DoD models and simulations in high-priority education and training areas identified by the Interagency Governmental Task Force (IGTF) for education and training technologies

3
1. Chronology

Because of the rapid pace of this project, and the need for close coordination between team members and the ARPA program manager, the work accomplished was documented in thorough monthly status reports, as well as informal briefings held frequently. This section, we summarize relevant events extracted from the monthly reports.

We have categorized the work under this project in two main parts, Information collection, and information dissemination. Collection includes processing, analysis, and evaluation of information. Obviously, not all program activities fit easily into only one of these categories, so the reader may expect to find elements of the collection processes discussed in some Dissemination sections, and vice versa.

1.1. Information Collection

1.1.1. September 1994

- Participated with the Special Assistant for Education and Training (SAET) in the monthly meeting held for the Deputy for Technology in the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP).

- Participated in a meeting between the SAET and representatives for the Learning Foundation.

- Gathered regulatory data, formats, and provided technical analysis and support for a draft Broad Agency Announcement being prepared by the ARPA program manager for the Computer Aided Education and Training Initiative (CAETI).

- Attended meeting with the technical support group for Dr. Bellman on the CAETI and provided technical assistance on the elements of the initiative.

- Attended and provided technical support to the SAET for the meeting of the Interagency Subcommittee on R&D for education and training.

- Represented the SAET at the meeting of the Federal interagency Excellence in Science, Mathematics, and Engineering Subcommittee.

- Represented the SAET at the meeting of the principals of the Committee for Education and Training.

- Attended and provided meeting support to the SAET for a workshop to develop a White House Technology Learning Challenge.

1.1.2. October 1994

- Attended and provided technical support to the SAET for the meetings of the interagency Subcommittee on R&D for education and training, the Committee on Education and Training, and the Subcommittee for Science, Mathematics, Engineering, and Technology Education. These are recurring meetings on a monthly and quarterly basis that bring together the specific interagency communities to develop
recommendations and guidance on the federal R&D agenda for education and training. Recurring efforts include support for on-going activities that center on the development of a strategic plan for federal expenditures in this area, the creation and staffing of an independent interagency technology office to provide federal management and oversight, and the development of program plans to be funded under the administration's centerpiece for education and training, the Technology Learning Challenge initiative.

- Reviewed several federal and commercial documents related to technology for education and training. Included among these were 1): "Education in the Communication Age" by David D. Thornburg, Ph.D., and 2): "Computers in American Schools--1992: An Overview," a national report from the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement.

- Represented the SAET at the meeting of the principals of the Committee for Education and Training. The meeting was to coordinate the continued development of the strategic plan and budget for both the R&D subcommittee as well as the Science and Math subcommittee.

- Attended with the SAET a workshop on the development of white papers for the support of education and training in the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) of the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST). The ATP program provides large amounts of "venture capital" for business and industry to share research and development projects to stimulate software development projects that would be too high risk for industry to take on alone. Federal funding is used to build a business base while serving a technology R&D need that is beneficial to the federal government. The workshop resulted in a very favorable indication that the education and training technology segment would be included in the ATP program.

- A major support effort was made this reporting period for the SAET by developing the necessary documents, conducting planning meetings, collecting data, and providing information to the departments and agencies for the FY96 federal education and training R&D budget priorities and the supporting strategic plan. Both of these efforts required the construction of briefings for convincing arguments to the OMB, NSTC, and other federal agencies. In conjunction, the related effort in the Technology Learning Challenge, a major initiative of this administration, continued to be worked with the goal of a complete program package available in early December.

- Provided support to the SAET for the White House Technology Learning Challenge. The Technology Learning Challenge program will be an administration centerpiece for education and training that includes a grants program allowing schools, businesses, and communities to merge together to petition for funding in the form of grants for the development of compelling software or "content" for education, training and community applications. The White House task force is building a plan with agency responsibilities and funding implications to provide these challenge grants using technology in life long learning, digitizing federal holdings, using Internet, expanding
the use of technology in existing federal programs and federal training, and a plan to provide outreach to the private sector.

1.1.3. November 1994

- Attended and provided support for the monthly R&D Subcommittee meeting. Support included the draft strategic plan for the subcommittee and the proposed budget submissions for the FY96 intergovernmental R&D agenda for education and training. Other support to include agendas, briefing presentations, minutes, and normal meeting requirements were supported.

- Met with Dr. Ruth David, Sandia Labs, and the SAET to discuss potential activities that the Sandia Laboratories may take in supporting the broad federal R&D agenda for education and training. Sandia wants to get more involved in this area of R&D.

1.1.4. December 1994

- Supported the SAET for meetings with congressional staff members to discuss the future status of congressional support for education and training R&D initiatives. Specifically, SAET in conjunction with Suzanne Ramos, Office of the Vice President, met with Sarah Davis and Doris Dixon (House and Senate staffers) on separate occasions to discuss the Technology Learning Challenge.

- A member of the team attended an information briefing from Congressman Mica, representative from Florida. The congressman is looking closely at how modeling and simulation activities can be centralized in his home state and district in Florida.

- Attended the National Coordinating Council for Technology in Education and Training (NCC-TET) with the SAET. The NCC-TET, a congress of over 100 associations with an interest in education and training technology, had lobbyists from key associations laying out their view of what the new legislation agenda would be. They felt that many of the existing programs that were recently passed such as Title III of the ESEA, would be revisited in recission hearings. They also stated that many of the federal programs would be curtailed and the funding and responsibility passed down to the states for management i.e., get the federal government out of the details.

- Attended the quarterly meeting of the Committee on Education and Training with the SAET. This interagency committee is chaired by Madeline Kunin, Deputy Secretary of Education. The committee has recently finished their strategic plan. This team developed the draft portion of the plan that lays out the interagency R&D agenda, priorities, and funding requirements for education and training technology. The plan now goes forward to the National Science and Technology Council for their consideration and prioritization with other national R&D programs.

- Attended and provided support for the monthly R&D Subcommittee meeting. Support included the final review of the draft strategic plan for the subcommittee and activities in preparation for the Demonstration Workshop.
• Other support to include agendas, briefing presentations, minutes, and normal meeting requirements was provided.

1.1.5. January 1995

• Participated with the Special Assistant for Education and Training (SAET) in the monthly meeting held for the Deputy for Technology in the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), White House Executive Office of the President. The meeting was budget oriented and discussed aspects of the President's budget and the support from the S&T perspective. The impending speech from Dr. Gibbons on the S&T portion of the budget was the main topic for discussion.

• Continued to provide technical analysis and support for the draft CAETI Broad Agency Announcement and the supporting Program Information Package (PIP). Dr. Bellman, CAETI program manager, is completing the evaluation process and hopes to have announcements out in February. This support team continues not to be involved in the review or evaluation of these BAA responses. Only administrative and staffing support is being provided.

• Attended an update meeting with the SAET on the status of the federal government's efforts to determine policy for copyrighting intellectual property in the digital world. Mr. Mike Nash, a copyright lawyer and member of the R&D Subcommittee core group, provided us with the status of the ongoing efforts of the NII subcommittee on intellectual property. This is a very thorny issue and while many questions have been raised, few answers have been provided. Mr. Nash provided the SAET with a draft copy of their recent white paper on the subject.

• Attended with the SAET a tour of a local school in the Washington D.C. area that has successfully integrated technology throughout their curriculum. Ms. Geri Anderson, a former congressional staffer with Senator Kennedy, is now the school technologist for the Georgetown Day School, a K-8 private school, and hosted our tour of the school. The school uses computers and the internet as a routine tool in the conduct of their classes and the students are very comfortable and use these tools as a normal tool for learning. It is a teacher requirement that they be computer literate in order to teach in the system. While they have no hard statistics on the improvement in learning, they do have many testimonials supporting it.

• Organized and supported the SAET in the conduct of a meeting of the Education and Training R&D Subcommittee core group. The core group was asked to brief the status of each of their areas of responsibility and interest in the Technology Learning Challenge (TLC) initiative. Dr. Tom Carroll, DoED, was invited to provide the group an update on the Learning Challenge grant program and the status of the start-up of the Interagency Technology Office (now named Task Force--ITTF). Dr. Stuart Starr, MITRE, indicated that the overall TLC initiative has been captured in a series of white papers that his staff has assembled into a single document. This document will have an executive summary based on the comments prepared by Dr. Henry Kelly, OSTP, and will be given as a package to OSTP for their dissemination. Dr. Tom Carroll reported that the Challenge Grant supporting pamphlet and structure for dissemination and
awards was being finalized for a February 18 deadline. The other members took Dr. Carroll to task for not bringing in more members to the ITTF from other federal agencies and for appearing to make this a Department of Education initiative only. He was also questioned on why he was not concentrating on the longer term implications of the office to accommodate future demonstrations and R&D activities and not just the Challenge Grant piece. Dr. Carroll reemphasized that his mission was only Challenge Grant at this time.

- Traveled to Germany during the week of 16-20 January as a member of the CAETI team that surveyed selected DoDDS schools for quick start technology insertion programs. This quick start has been dubbed the POGO program. Activities in Germany included a detailed survey of infrastructure needs from local and wide area networks to specific computer hardware and software needs at the teacher workstation level. Management plans were also developed to ensure a strong relationship between CAETI and DoDDS needs. The POGO team spent a good deal of time with the DoDDS teachers at the selected schools (Hanau and Wurzburg) to inform them of the technology insertion project and what their role would be. Support to the POGO and succeeding CAETI BAA projects will grow as the program moves along. The OSTP interest and support to these CAETI projects remain high since they have come to represent the Administration's flagship R&D technology demonstration for education and training.

- Mr. Chatelier supported several coordination meetings for Dr. Bellman in relation to the CAETI program. Of note was a meeting with Dr. Rick Satava, ARPA, the Project Manager for telemedicine technology. His program is exploring several areas of common technology that would be useful in the education and training domain. An agreement was made to continue to stay in close coordination on areas of mutual interest.

- Reviewed a software product from Lynne Gilfillan Associates (LGA) that is a tool to build the vision, goals, and objectives of a program and develop the linkages between road maps, milestones, funding and technology. The demonstration indicated this may be a great tool for CAETI management as well as other programs that need top-down structure.

1.1.6. February 1995

- Participated with the Special Assistant for Education and Training (SAET) in the monthly meeting held for the Deputy for Technology in the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), White House Executive Office of the President. The meeting was exclusively concerned with the rescission actions and their potential outcomes in science and technology programs.

- The CAETI program manager has completed the evaluation process and is making announcements as of this time. As before, the support team is not involved in the review or evaluation of these BAA responses. Only administrative and staffing support is being provided.
- Mr. Chatelier and Dr. Bellman met with MG (sel) Ted Campbell, USAF, to discuss opportunities that exist to transition education tools into the modeling and simulation activities of the USAF. General Campbell is currently the Director of the Air Force version of the Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) with pending assignment to the Director, Force Requirements for the Air Force. His interest and support in simulation and training will continue to dictate how the USAF views and plans their future force structure. The meeting was very positive and common ground was struck between the ARPA CAETI program objectives and the Air Force training and simulation needs. General Campbell desires to work with Dr. Bellman and the CAETI program to develop trade-off criteria that will help the Air Force make decisions regarding the use of various types of training technologies (table top, VR, full systems, use of AI, etc.). General Campbell stated that he is going ahead with some research programs to help the reserves with such decisions but would support and help fund anything that ARPA wanted to do in this area.

- Mr. Chatelier and Dr. Bellman attended a site review and progress meeting at Apple Corporation to review a Technology Reinvestment Program (TRP) contract that focuses on authoring systems. It is called the East-West Consortium. This was a two-day meeting and clearly demonstrated that the consortium is making significant headway in advanced authoring techniques. They are basing some of their advances on "Quick Time VR" and how it can be used as a new media for lifelong learning. Members of the consortium are Apple, Houghton Mifflin, and Stanford University. The consortium has sponsorship at both NSF and ARPA. Dr. Bellman is the PM for this program. Key themes they have as goals are the following:
  
  (1) A more engaging capability for stimulating new interactions and new media.
  
  (2) A more efficient means of animation.
  
  (3) A more effective constructive capability that is more than just playing and making games.
  
  (4) More viable authoring tools in general that are customizable to the focused environments.

- Mr. Chatelier and Dr. Bellman attended management and technical reviews of current and future DoDDS school sites in Europe for the CAETI program. The trip was ten days at fifteen different locations in Germany and Italy. The subjects covered were the following:
  
  - Connectivity of the schools and infrastructure development particularly the question of who pays for what parts of the overall infrastructure.
  
  - How the pilot schools are developing in terms of teacher and union acceptability. The CAETI program was described to the teacher attendees at the various sites and many of the concerns were addressed to the school's satisfaction.
  
  - Two complexes in Italy were surveyed to determine their differences from the sites in Germany. It was determined that the schools visited in Italy had taken a lot of local initiative and wired the schools themselves for connectivity. The question
was how well did they conform to the overall DoDDS network standards. The schools in Italy were extremely supportive of the project but had less to offer in meeting the criteria for designated CAETI program school sites.

- Visited the GIJON institute of training in Italy which is the Italian version of an FFRDC such as RAND or MITRE. They provide all the technical training and education to the Italian armed forces and the Italian ministry. A tour of the institute was conducted and we received their willingness to assist the Italian DoDDS schools if they are chosen to participate in the CAETI program.

- Mr. Chatelier and Dr. Bellman coordinated with the training and simulation support activities for the Army and Navy in the Orlando, Florida. The purpose was to lay the groundwork and discuss mutual development activities for education and training tools being funded through the CAETI program and how these may be migrated with minimal support, to the needs of the services. Both the Army and Navy were very supportive of this approach and have agreed to make a concerted effort to look at common ground for use of these technology tools.

- Attended a coordination and planning meeting with the SAET sponsored by David Lytel, OSTP, on the initiative to digitize federal government materials. Attendees were key representatives from the principle federal agencies that are the repositories of large federal holdings such as the Smithsonian Institute, Library of Congress, National Park Service, and National Archives. This group is developing an initiative to encourage the private sector to take on the task of digitizing federal holdings so they may be available over the NII to the education and training community as well as the general population. The current thinking is to allow exclusive access to these materials for a set amount of time (two years possibly) if the companies agree to provide the digitized material to the federal government at the end of the specified time. Discussions with the private sector have begun on this approach.

- Assisted the SAET and attended several meetings and demonstrations with companies, organizations, and individuals that were sharing their education and training technology ideas and products. Most of these visitors were seeking contact information, funding support, or a sounding board for the direction they were going. Included in these visits and demonstrations were: Sheldon Fisher and the use of CD-ROM in the classroom, the Alliance for Converging Technologies, Planning Research Corporation's idea of a production center for multimedia to support educational content over the NII, Mr. Robert Peterson's fielded software product that is an exceptional management tool for all phases of school administration, BBN status of their education activities within their corporation, and a briefing from Martin Marietta on their proposed initiatives in education and training technologies.

- Attended with the SAET a meeting hosted by the National Coordinating Council on Technology in Education and Training (NCC-TET) to plan responses

- to the announced House Committee's rescission on programs involving educational technology funding. The briefings presented a gloomy future for funding in this area but NCC-TET members were encouraging their constituent members to launch a letter
writing, telephone and personal contact campaign to their representatives to block these reductions.

- Attended a demonstration at a small software company, LGA, of their product that manages and links an organization's strategic plan with road maps of all the various elements, the funding, the technology, timelines and responsibilities. This office is being trained on the use of this product that is free to government entities for potential use as a management tool for the CAETI program. Training is scheduled in April.

- Participated with the SAET in the annual Science and Technology Conference hosted by the National Science Foundation. A number of valuable briefings, demonstrations, and presentations were made that indicated the breadth and depth of technology now being instituted in the education and training community; particularly in the area of science, mathematics, and engineering.

1.1.7. March 1995

- Participated with the Special Assistant for Education and Training (SAET) in the monthly meeting held for the Deputy for Technology in the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), White House Executive Office of the President. The meeting was primarily concerned with the recently released report on the assessment of critical technologies.

- With the SAET, attended the Department of Education's (DoED) national conference on technology. The DoED conference brought together representatives from all the states to provide information and assistance on how to prepare state technology plans and secure federal funds earmarked for that purpose. The technology planning grants are spelled out in the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and dissemination and preparation assistance is a part of the DoED's office of technology charter. The SAET coordinated with a number of state representatives to gauge their progress and technology needs within their schools.

- The SAET met with a number of individuals prominent in education and training technology initiatives during the reporting period. The meetings included Mr. Ray Ramirez from the North Central education laboratory, Mr. Charles Beagle from the training department of the Veteran's Affairs office, and Mr. Russ Barnes from the Distance Learning Board. An exchange of views on what is required in national technology plans was discussed.

- The support team and the SAET met with the ACE task force on distance learning to assist this group in the formulation of their technology vision and strategic plan for distance learning. The support team agreed to work with the ACE task force on the preparation of the strategic plan for the next meeting of the planning group. A productive benefit was the description of the many commercial training providers now seriously getting into the distance learning market. For example, the ICF training by correspondence firm has thousands of customers desiring training on information management topics and does over $150M annual business in this arena.
- Attended the follow-on meeting of the National Coordinating Council on Technology for Education and Training (NCC-TET).

- Assisted the SAET in preparing information and presenting material to congressional staff members Kilroy and Representative Kildee to influence the continued bi-partisan support to technology for education and training. The OSTP strategy was to enlist as much bi-partisan support to this area as possible. Other key staff members will be provided information in the following weeks.

- In support of the CAETI Program Manager (PM), Dr. Kirstie Bellman, a number of meetings were organized and briefings conducted to build a cooperative service, joint, and OSD customer base for the CAETI tools to be used for DoD training applications. Prominent among the organizations and activities in this approach are the USAF modeling, simulation, and training requirements office, the Air Force Reserves, the Army transportation school, Army STRICOM, Navy NAWC-TSD, Defense Acquisition University, and others. The thrust of the initiative is to use limited seed money from the CAETI program and leverage service money to modify CAETI tools for use in the DoD training arena thus providing benefits beyond the DoDDS schools applications.

- Attended for the CAETI PM, a demonstration by the George Mason University Center for New Engineers on training modules developed for computer applications using the World Wide Web and networks. The demonstration clearly pointed out the capability to provide individualized or collaborative learning over networks in a distributed fashion.

- Conducted a small group meeting of key CAETI support members to assist DoDDS in building an algorithm for selecting the schools to be used in the next phases of the CAETI technology insertion plan. A matrix was constructed that took into consideration school size, test results, socio-economic status, physical location, networks in place, and willing cooperation by the teachers and administration. The proposed list has been provided to the Director, DoDDS for her approval.

- Conducted routine weekly meetings of the CAETI core management group that looks at the status of the CAETI program and contracts execution on a weekly basis. The most recent meeting included the government contract support office from the Naval Research and Development command (NRAD) who reviewed and recommended to the PM the most effective contracts system to use. Additionally, this team constructed a data base that tracks the status of the various ARPA orders (AOs). The AOs are the tools by which dollars are requested for the various providers and must be approved by ARPA before they go to the contracts office for execution. A daily status tracking system was critically needed for this phase of the CAETI program.

- Attended for the CAETI PM a conference discussing the use of leading edge technology for use in the field of telemedicine. There are many similarities in the technologies applied to this domain and the education and training domain. A close working relationship between the CAETI and the Telemedicine PM at ARPA has been established.
• Attended a one day training session on a software package named PLAN-it. This software is an excellent tool to provide automatic linkages within a program between strategic goals and objectives, milestones, sub-elements, timelines, reports, and fund expenditures. The software is being reviewed for adoption and use in managing the CAETI overall program. It will be this team's responsibility to maintain it.

1.1.8. April 1995

• Attended a meeting with the SAET hosted by the National Coordinating Council for Technology in Education and Training (NCC-TET) to review federal activities concerning the telecommunications bill. The NCC-TET works closely with OSTP to highlight common areas of interest in education and training technology and develop mutually agreeable solutions on ways to best support the use of technology. This meeting reported on the status of the telecommunications bill and the importance of universal services for schools. The SAET provided a briefing to the group on the OSTP position.

• Attended a briefing with the SAET hosted by NASA that laid out NASA's various educational programs for the nation's schools emphasizing the use of technology. The briefing was very informative and provided a spring board for the consideration of good programs that may be included as federal demonstration programs (with minor changes) and folded into the Interagency Technology Office's (ITO) general oversight.

• Participated with the SAET in a demonstration hosted by the Greater City Schools Association at the Smithsonian Institute. The demonstration provided a vision of the 21st Century Classroom with live, on-line demonstrations among a number of schools across the nation collaborating in learning using computers over the Internet. The demonstration was particularly effective in showing the deployment of software tools in a real learning setting.

• Attended a demonstration with the SAET during a trip to La Jolla, CA of three dimensional virtual reality tools being used in the workplace for biotechnology applications. With very little modifications these tools could be used in the classroom to teach basic and advanced science applications.

• Assisted the SAET in organizing and conducting a meeting to follow up on an earlier meeting of the Committee for Education and Training. Issues raised at this meeting requiring further coordination included the organization and funding of the ITO. Of particular interest was the status of the funding earmarked by OMB from DoED funds for interagency technology demonstrations to be administered by the ITO.

• Assisted the CAETI Program Manager in continuing the development of potential feedback of CAETI tools to the DoD training mission. Another series of meetings was held with DoD organizations that have a primary training and/or education mission within the department. The purpose of the meetings was to better understand the training and/or educational requirements of these organizations and see if their needs could be met or supplemented by the technology tools that are being developed under CAETI. The meetings included continuing or new coordination with a broad
constituency across DoD to include the Defense Acquisition University, Air Force Reserves, National Guard (all services), Army Simulation, Training and Instrumentation Command (STRICOM), Army Training Support Center of TRADOC, Curriculum Development Center at Ft. Lee, Army Research Institute, Navy Air Warfare Center-Training Support Division, and others. The result of the meetings was an agreement to share in joint development efforts of the CAETI technology and with matching funds, provide these technologies to meet the varying needs of the DoD customers.

- Assisted the CAETI PM in planning, organizing and conducting two separate weekly program management reviews. One deals with the core management team and includes an overview of the status and tracking of contract activities, resource status, and major program issues. The second is held with the POGO team members and addresses all the activities of the quick start part of the program to include status of products, school preparation, and transition to CAETI

1.1.9. May 1995

- Attended with the SAET a number of meetings, demonstrations, conferences, and symposia relative to the use of technology in education and training. Prominent among these was the Annenberg Symposium on American Children and the NII, meeting with the National Security Agency education division, attendance at a virtual reality workshop, meeting with consulting firm representative (Ms. Kempster), and attendance at a the demonstration of a modern technology-based classroom.

- Represented the SAET at the corporate university forum on technology and training in New York. This forum had a number of presentations that described innovative uses of technology in company training programs with emphasis on the use of just-in-time learning, distributed, and distance learning applications. The corporate world realizes the need for investing in state of the art training to keep a competitive workforce available.

- In conjunction with the SAET, met with representatives of the Distance Education and Training Council to discuss the advantages of distance learning programs for adult education applications. There has been a continuing dialog with this group as interest in distance learning for the work force gains momentum because of the latest congressional initiatives to move much of the federal training activities down to the states in the form of block grants.

- Attended a meeting with the SAET to hear a presentation from a small, start-up company that is building multimedia content for K-12 school use. The material is being used in a public school in southern California and looks to have good potential.

- Attended two working sessions as the SAET representative for the fashioning of the national education technology plan. This plan is sponsored by the Department of Education and is in response to congressional guidance. The plan is due to be published late this summer. The plan, in its present form, reports on many of the initiatives going on at the federal level using technology in learning programs and
what the proper federal role should be in this area. It lacks a vision and a clear leadership role expected of the Department. Inputs were provided to this effect.

- Continued to support the SAET in helping the leader of the Interagency Technology Office get the office established and staffed. Worked with the organization to identify key personnel from other agencies and in the creation of supporting draft documents such as the charter and the technology learning challenge paper. Worked with transitioning many of the activities from OSTP to the ITO. This will continue to be a key support role for the team.

- Attended with the SAET several meetings of the National Coordinating Council on Technology in Education and Training (NCC-TET). The NCC-TET, a group of over 130 members from education and training related associations, has been working very hard to develop issues and provide supporting information to congressional staff members on the importance of including universal services for schools in the telecommunications bill now being debated in congress. The NCC-TET has been a very influential group in getting favorable legislation passed for technology in education and training.

- Attended with the SAET an informal meeting with a company executive from SAIC who briefed us on the pitfalls of putting high fidelity simulation technology into the entertainment arena. His comments indicate that it is not profitable to do go with high fidelity for entertainment and games because of the high cost of the technology and the low return from an entertainment industry point of view. Low end and cheaper technology is the application of choice for this sector of the business.

- Mr. Chatelier traveled to several organizations as the representative for Dr. Bellman on the Computer Aided Education and Training Initiative (CAETI) to work with government organizations, educational institutions, and industry on the transition of CAETI tools into the DoD training environment. Interfaces included meetings with Mississippi State University, New Mexico State University, Air Force Reserves, Keesler AF Base, Army STRICOM, and others.

- Attended a demonstration by the Program Manager, Combined Arms Tactical Trainer on the use of software tools to rapidly develop scenarios to satisfy collective training objectives. This is an application of authoring tools for simulation generation that allows a trainer the flexibility to develop rapidly scenarios to meet changing training objectives.

1.1.10. June 1995

- Attended with the SAET a technology learning conference in Baltimore that was sponsored by several associations and educational technology content providers. The day-long conference was an excellent quorum to observe exciting new multimedia content being developed exclusively for education that will be networkable, interactive, and collaborative. The product being developed by Lightspan Corporation is unique in that it will allow students to conduct collaborative learning exercises at home with other students in real time using distributed material via video set top
boxes. Presentations by Senator Roth, Dr. Roberts, and others set the tone of the day's activities.

- Attended with the SAET the demonstration segment of a day-long simulation symposium hosted by the Canadian embassy. The purpose of the symposium was to showcase Canada's simulation capabilities but were mostly demonstrated in military applications with little applicability to education and training that we have not already seen.

- Attended with the SAET one of several recurring meetings hosted by the National Coordinating Council on Technology in Education and Training (NCC-TET). These meetings have been organized to raise the level of understanding and draw support to education and training technology for sustained federal funding in this year's budget as well as for the outyears. The NCC-TET, created through the work of the SAET and this team, has been a very effective organization in educating and sensitizing national leaders at all levels of the government on the benefits and need for technology in education and training. For example, their effort in making sure that a universal service approach to the telecommunications bill has ensured that schools will be able to get on line at a price they can afford.

- Attended with the SAET a demonstration by ARPA on the use of virtual reality tools and networks for medical applications. Diagnosis, treatment, and even surgery at a distance that is done remotely is now a very real possibility as this demonstration highlighted. The advances made in the application of technology in this field has been remarkable and has outstripped the ability of the policy makers to accommodate it. The DoD is the world leader in this area and the implication of the technology for other purposes --particularly education and training-- is very clear.

- Organized for the SAET a meeting called for by the Technology Director of OSTP that brought together principle representatives from major software companies, leading edge developers, educators, network providers, and government leaders to address how leading edge technologies could be incorporated into educational products by the private sector at a price that was affordable and appealing. The private sector representatives were intellectually sympathetic to the idea of common standards and the development of standard "educational objects" that could be used by any company to build compelling and affordable educational products but were very conservative in embracing this as a government role. They felt the marketplace should --and would-- drive the interface standards and how objects would be developed and used. All participants agreed to continue with dialog and the Apple representative agreed to set up a MUD for electronic discussion and communication.

- Attended selected segments of a workshop hosted by RAND that was designed to gather information and reach conclusions on how effective technology is in education. A question that frequently gets asked but usually is answered with anecdotes and examples. This workshop gathered practitioners using technology in education from across the nation, mostly educators from high tech schools, and approached the issue
in a structured manner. Their initial feedback tends to confirm the effectiveness of technology in education.

- Conducted a series of meetings with the technical leadership of the Defense Acquisition University (DAU) in a continuing dialog on working with them as partners in transitioning the CAETI tools for use in their educational setting. The DAU faces many of the same challenges as any educational institution. Challenged with declining budgets, they are eager to apply technology to their operation so that they can bring their fifteen consortium schools together electronically and provide educational services cheaper and more effectively.

- Supported the CAETI Program Manager (PM) in preparing for a number of meetings and briefing within her organizational hierarchy. Briefing and information packets were assembled for meetings with the Deputy Director of ARPA, the Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering, and members of the DDR&E staff to secure funding for the CAETI program in FY95 and FY96. All these meetings and briefings were very successful.

- Represented the CAETI PM at a meeting and demonstration of computer-based learning tools at Armstrong Laboratories in San Antonio, TX. This laboratory is collaborating with the CAETI program to ensure the leveraging and use of products they are currently being developed for the military training environment. Additionally, they exhibited potential products that will be used at a DMSO-sponsored demonstration of Modeling and Simulation (M&S) applications during a M&S conference for NATO partners. This team has been asked to assist the DMSO in identifying and assembling DoD M&S products that are used in learning environments.

- Attended for the CAETI PM, a demonstration of the next generation of products that will be introduced this summer from the Apple Corporation. This meeting was to address the issue of deciding what equipment should be purchased by the DoD Education Activity (old DoDDS) to support the CAETI program for the schools in Europe. The debate centers around the issue of whether or not the hardware should be all Mac or PC or a mix of both. It appears that with the new products coming on line this summer from both Apple, PC manufacturers, and "clone" companies, that the Mac - PC issue will no longer be an impediment. It appears that it will be transparent as to the type of platform being used and both will be effective in a Mac or PC environment for the users. Still to be explored is the effect on networks and connectivity to the WWW.

- Attended for the CAETI PM, a meeting in Germany to discuss human factors issues for training. Coordination was established with the DoDEA elements in Germany that are working in this area but have remained uninformed about the CAETI program. A full briefing was provided to them and opportunities for future collaboration were established.

1.2. Information Dissemination Chronology
1.2.1. October 1994

- Provided draft minutes for the SAET's review and submission to the Subcommittee on R&D meetings, Committee on Education and Training, and the White House Task Force on the Technology Learning Challenge. A special package was produced that provided the R&D Subcommittee Co-Chairs the material to hold one-on-one briefing to their counterparts on the need for and type of federal technology demonstrations.

- Developed a briefing package for the SAET to use in a presentation to the Defense Acquisition University's annual conference on technology and learning, a short briefing for presentation as a panel member with the Ed Kiley group, a short presentation to the University of Central Florida Institute for Simulation and Training, and a briefing to OMB and the DoED on the proposed organization of the Interagency Technology Office.

- Provided draft briefing packages and support for the Office of Management and Budget, Department of Education on the Intergovernmental Technology Office, Subcommittee on R&D, CET meeting, White House Task Force on the Technology Learning Challenge, and the Education, Training and Re-Employment work group meeting. Also provided draft white papers, briefings, and meeting minutes for the technology R&D budget summary, draft strategic plan, and demonstration framework.

- Provided a draft briefing package with multimedia support to Dr. Kirstie Bellman, ARPA Program Manager, for Dr. Anita Jones, Deputy for Defense Research and Engineering. The package was in support of a briefing Dr. Jones gave to EDUCOM, a large conference of over 3000 prominent national educators. The package covered the training and education mission of DoD, the critical use of technology in this mission, and the potential of transferring this technology to the civilian sector. The briefing was a 35mm slide package supported by a video tape presentation. Additionally, the basic CAETI briefing package was updated to include key areas developed and used in Dr. Jones' brief.

- Continued to work on a draft program management plan outline for Dr. Bellman that lays out a coordinated approach for the CAETI.

1.2.2. November 1994

- A great deal of support activity was generated for the preparation of the R&D Subcommittee's technology demonstrations workshop. A number of planning meetings were sponsored to prepare for the workshop and a draft focus call document laying the recommended demonstrations, their criteria, and examples of each was produced for all workshop participants. The workshop will result in the details necessary to lay out a BAA-like call for technology demonstrations from the various federal agencies in FY96.

- Several coordination meetings were held with Mr. Tom Carroll, the newly appointed head of the Interagency Technology Office (ITO). This office was authorized to be established by congressional language to support the oversight and management of the Technology for Learning Challenge Grant program beginning in FY95. This office
is preparing the details of the Challenge Grant program and how communities of learners (K-12 schools only in FY95) will be eligible to apply for grants to support projects using technology in learning. The SAET with this team's support, has the responsibility to help stand up the ITO and get it functioning in short order. It is anticipated the ITO will have announcements on the Challenge Grant program sometime in February, 1995.

- Prepared slides and informational packages in support of the SAET's briefings to various organizations and agencies. Specifically, this included Smith, Bucklin Associates, SRA as sponsored by the EGC Corporation, the FAA magnet school's conference, and a distributed simulation demonstration by the Institute for Defense Analyses for the National Association of Secondary School Principals.

- Reviewed the CAETI evaluation plan and helped develop the guidelines for the quick start demonstrations (POGO).

- Prepared a formal multimedia presentation for Dr. Anita Jones, DDR&E, OSD, for her briefing on to the EDUCOM conference.

- Reviewed the draft strategic plan for distance learning prepared by the Defense Acquisition University. Comments were provided on recommendations for improving and executing the plan.

- Reviewed a number of professional reports, documents, and publications for their applicability to the overall technology for Education and Training initiative. Among those were the state of Maryland's educational technology plan, the Far West laboratory's guidelines for developing state technology plans, and the Office of Technology's report on virtual reality.

1.2.3. December 1994

- Support was provided to the conduct of the Technology Demonstration Workshop held on 12 and 13 December at the MITRE Corporation. The workshop consisted of approximately 60 participants from across the federal agencies that are the principle stake holders in technology for education and training within those agencies. Many are the same core members from the R&D Subcommittee that have been working on this initiative for the past 18 months. The workshop was a great success and resulted in a document that lays out the focus call for projects across the communities and in the technology areas that have been stressed in the draft strategic plan. There were ten sub-groups that each took a major segment of the learning population (Early Childhood, K-12, School to Work, Post Secondary Education, Linking Home School and Community, Military Training, Incumbent Workers, Teacher Preparation, and Special Populations) and developed the framework for what is required to build demonstrations in these areas. Included in the focus call document are the project descriptions, essential and desirable criteria, desired outcomes, customers, and examples of possible programs. The focus call product will be provided to the Interagency Technology Office as their guidance document for funding proposals in these areas in FY1996 and beyond.
• A secondary part of the workshop that required this team's support, was to reserve an afternoon of the second day to host a meeting of the group for Dr. Tom Carroll, Director of the new Interagency Technology Office. Dr. Carroll was interested in getting feedback and ideas on what the Challenge Grant should be and the workshop member's consideration for priorities. Dr. Carroll is using meetings such as this one to craft the Challenge Grant document that will soon be out for the virtual learning communities (discussed earlier. Once the Challenge Grant is published, learning communities can petition for grant money to put technology to work for the increased production of learning.

• A significant amount of effort continues to be provided to Dr. Kirstie Bellman, in support of the CAETI. Support to this project is becoming more demanding now that the BAA has been released and concept papers are being received. Additionally, with the decision to coordinate with the NSF effort as a companion piece to CAETI, it is necessary to support aspects of that program as well (from a CAETI perspective).

• Prepared the draft minutes for the quarterly Committee on Education and Training meeting and provided them to the Executive Secretary for dissemination.

• Based on a Review of the draft strategic plan for distance learning prepared by the Defense Acquisition University, prepared an outline of potential technology applications to support the networked learning they are considering.

• Reviewed a number of professional reports, documents, and publications for their applicability to the overall technology for Education and Training initiative. Principle documents were related to the draft strategic plan and the final review of the plan itself.

1.2.4. January 1995

• A significant amount of effort continues to be provided to Dr. Kirstie Bellman, in support of the CAETI. Support to this project remains at a high level and will continue to be so as it moves from a proposal stage to project selection and implementation stage. Additionally, with the decision to coordinate with the NSF effort as a companion piece to CAETI, it is necessary to support aspects of that program as well (from a CAETI perspective).

• Supported the SAET in several coordination and informational gathering meetings with prominent members of the education and technology community. Among the meetings for this reporting period were ones with Dr. John Yrckik, technology office, National Education Association, Ms. Brenda Kempster, Chairperson, National Coordinating Council for Technology in Education and Training, and two members from the RAND Corporation that are developing technology initiatives for that non-profit organization.

• Supported the SAET in developing "informal" presentations to members of the congressional staff on the Administration's interagency research and development initiative. The meetings during this reporting period were with members from the staffs of Cochran, Bingaman, and Kerry. All meetings went well and the staffs profess
to remain committed to educational technology as a bi-partisan effort. Again, however, the SAET was cautioned that this should be an interagency effort and not one under the Department of Education exclusively.

- The support team met with Dr. Lenor Sack, Defense Acquisition University (DAU), to discuss the interface between the R&D activities being pursued in the CAETI program and DAU. Dr. Sack is very interested, as is Dr. Kirstie Bellman, that the two agencies work together to develop synergistic use of the products being developed. This fits well into the overall CAETI program and provides a logical feedback of DoDDS tested technologies into the broader DoD program. Coordination will continue with DAU as the CAETI program moves along.

- Worked with the POGO team (quick start for CAETI) to develop the post survey results based on the DoDDS school survey in Germany. Post survey results were formalized in a briefing that is scheduled to be given to Dr. Bellman in the next reporting period.

- Supported the preparation of a CAETI overview briefing for Dr. Bellman for her use in briefing Dr. Lilian Ramirez, the Director, DoDDS. Dr. Bellman had a very successful first meeting with Dr. Ramirez. The outcome of the meeting was a caution to go slow on technology insertion projects with the DoDDS schools, make sure they are ready, do not overwhelm them, and ensure that the technology plan dovetails with the overall DoDDS strategic planning process. This information was disseminated to the POGO team.

- Reviewed a number of professional reports, documents, and publications for their applicability to the overall technology for Education and Training initiative. Principle documents were related to the draft strategic plan and the final review of the plan itself.

1.2.5. February 1995

- A significant amount of effort continues to be provided to Dr. Kirstie Bellman, in support of the CAETI. Support to this project remains at a high level and will continue to be so as it moves from a proposal stage to project selection and implementation stage. Additionally, with the decision to coordinate with the NSF effort as a companion piece to CAETI, it is necessary to support aspects of that program as well (from a CAETI perspective).

- Assisted the SAET in preparation for a meeting he had with Dr. Sharon Robinson, Office of Education and Research Initiatives (OERI), Department of Education. The meeting was to discuss the possibility of earmarking available demonstration funds under OERI control to satisfy the intergovernmental initiatives developed earlier for education and training technology demonstration projects. Dr. Robinson is favorably disposed toward supporting an intergovernmental project and agreed to provide $5M in FY95 funding. These funds will be part of a later announcement of Technology Learning Challenge activities beyond the Challenge Grant activities recently announced.
• On behalf of Dr. Bellman, we made a presentation to the Defense Acquisition University (DAU) discussing the types of technologies that may be useful to them as they begin to move into a distributed learning format. The long range plan is to collaborate with DAU for assistance in planning for distance and distributed learning and to use them as a testbed for migrating CAETI tools from DoDDS educational applications to DoD education and training applications. DAU has requested a follow-on briefing of the CAETI program in detail.

• Dr. Bellman and Mr. Chatelier met with Dr. Linda Roberts, Technology Advisor to the Department of Education, to discuss CAETI activities in relation to national technology goals. It was agreed that coordination would continue but that the CAETI program would continue as presently designed.

• Assisted the SAET in an OSTP briefing on the Administration's initiatives in education and training research and development to a Learning Technology Symposium sponsored by the Environmental Protection Agency. The briefing sparked a great deal of discussion and concern about the support for this initiative across the federal agencies.

• Assisted the SAET in preparing a major address to a national conference hosted by the Chicago City Schools organization. The conference was attended by national leaders in education and technology and the presentation given by the SAET was well received.

• Organized and conducted a status briefing to Dr. Bellman from the support team (POGO) for the CAETI initial activities. Team members reported on their progress in providing technology tools for the quick start demonstrations at the two selected DoDDS school complexes this spring as well as the status of technology evaluation tools, assessment tools for learning productivity, and technology insertion plans for the schools. Also of concern was the status of school complex networks to allow access to the Internet and how best to do this in Germany. Several experiments are underway to use commercial providers, share copper wire networks with the military, and use the Defense Simulation Internet backbone for the selected schools. This effort will continue to be refined as well as equipment purchases for the teachers, as the initiative moves along the next few months.

1.2.6. March 1995

• Assisted the SAET in organizing and managing the announcement by the Vice President of the Learning Challenge Grant program. This program will provide $27M in FY95 for applicant teams to build compelling software for use in K-12 schools. Application packets have been published and provided through the Interagency Technology Office for award of grants in the $1-3M dollar range this summer. This team has and will continue to assist the Interagency Technology Office in administering the Challenge Grant program but is forbidden from participating in the evaluation process. As of early April, several thousand grant requests or inquiries had been received. A second round of Grants for FY96 has been requested in the President's budget at a sum of $50M. This is expected to continue for the next five
years. As a follow on to this announcement, another announcement in early summer will lay out the larger Technology Learning Challenge that will include a number of initiatives with demonstration grants for FY96 chief among them.

- Several meetings were organized and conducted for the Research and Development Subcommittee for Education and Training Technology in preparation for the grants programs described above as well as preparation for the quarterly meeting of Committee on Education and Training. An additional task of this subcommittee will be assisting the DoED's requirement to build a national educational technology strategic plan. This requirement is spelled out in congressional language granting FY95 dollars for DoED technology programs.

- Assisted the SAET in preparing information for his attendance at the quarterly meeting of the Committee on Education and Training. The meeting was well received and the SEAET motivated the other agencies to look for ways and means to support interagency technology demonstrations.

- Prepared briefings and remarks for the SAET's formal presentation as a keynote speaker to the annual International Distance Learning Conference in Washington, D.C. The remarks were well received and a number of paper copies were shipped to conference participants.

- Attended the NATO panel meeting on software in support of the CAETI PM. The CAETI PM gave a number of presentations and provided information on CAETI activities to a host of NATO members.

- Coordinated with the Institute for Defense Analyses Simulation Center to determine the requirements for establishing a simulation demonstration area for education and training products germane to the CAETI effort. It was agreed to set-up the center and negotiations are on-going on how the center will be manned and what products are required to populate it. The center will be invaluable in providing a centralized means to show interested parties the various tools developed for CAETI and their applications in the school setting as well as in the DoD training setting.

- Participated as the CAETI PM representative in several coordination meetings with Dr. Lila Cheville, the DoDDS interface to the CAETI program, to ensure smooth project operations as the DoDDS schools and the CAETI quick start effort begins to take shape.

1.2.7. April 1995

- Assisted the SAET in preparing presentations that he made to several groups on the administration's goals and initiatives in education and training technology research and development. These groups included a meeting of the Global Village, a French delegation of educators, the annual convention of the Interactive Multimedia Association held in partnership with the National Association of Broadcasters, and to the corporate meeting of the Science Applications International Corporation.
- Attended a meeting with the SAET and a senior Vice President of Hughes that is interested in understanding education and training technology and the potential for markets in this area. The SAET made a compelling case on where a corporation with their technical resources, particularly wireless video, could make an impact in this marketplace.

- Attended several meetings with the SAET and various corporate representatives that were trying to better understand the impact of proposed legislation to reduce funding for education and training. Support has also included a number of papers, meetings, preparation of presentations, and gathering of information to strengthen the SAET's overall understanding of the proposed recessions and budget reductions. Additional activities included possible strategies to make this a bi-partisan issue and maintain strong legislative support for continued federal funding for education and training research and development.

- Participated with the SAET in a follow-on meeting with the American Council of Education to assist in formulating their vision and strategic goals for technology and distance education. Among the participants was the President of the International Correspondence Schools company that has over 300,000 students enrolled in correspondence studies. The majority of the students are pursing home studies in computer applications and the company provides them a computer as part of their course materials.

- Presented a briefing to the Defense Systems Management College on the potential for distance learning and how their curriculum could be enhanced through the use of technology innovations. The college is looking for ways to get into this medium and provide services to their students without having them attend resident courses.

- Represented the SAET as a member of a work group under the leadership of the Department of Education that is charged with preparing a national technology plan for education and training. The plan is in the draft stages of preparation with a July completion date. When completed, the plan will provide to the congress and the American public, the vision and role of the federal government in this critical area.

- On behalf of the CAETI PM, attended a meeting with Mississippi State University to receive a briefing on their capabilities in developing multimedia courseware and to coordinate on their possible participation in supporting the Air Force reserves in applying CAETI tools to Air Force training.

- Prepared a number of briefings for the CAETI PM that was presented to various audiences. The key presentation was a status briefing to Dr. Anita Jones, Deputy Director, Defense Research and Engineering. Other audiences included the University of Maryland and other DoD activities.

- Represented the CAETI PM at a meeting with the Naval Medical Research and Development Command to explore the latest developments in telemedicine and to determine the role CAETI tools may play in this arena as well as any commonalities between program technologies.
1.2.8. May 1995

- Supported the conduct of a number of recurring meetings that dealt with the management of both the OSTP mission activities and the CAETI activities. Of note were the weekly meetings of the CAETI core management group that looks after the programmatic support on a weekly basis. This includes a status of the performer's statements of work, contracts, and ARPA orders. Additionally, the status of open tasks are reviewed and responsibilities assigned as appropriate. The calendar items are also coordinated and any conflicts resolved. A similar meeting with the SAET for OSTP is conducted on a biweekly basis to closely coordinate open activities and deconflict calendar events.

- Prepared a number of draft briefing packages for the SAET to support presentations at meetings, conferences, and workshops he was invited to attend such as the ASCD conference, IEE, and packages of information requested by congressional staff members on the Technology Learning Challenge.

- Organized a technology review meeting for key companies in the private sector to answer Dr. Kelly's (OSTP) question on why these companies are not commercializing standards in modeling and simulation the same as the Defense Department to use in their entertainment and education and training packages. The idea is one of an open architecture that allows any company to make "educational objects" that can be placed in a standard environment for developing education packages. The participants invited ranged from games manufacturers such as MECC, Sony America, and Broderbund to software developers such as Perceptronics, ISX and Apple to integrators such as SAIC and MITRE and deliverers such as America on Line.

- Participated in a workshop for CAETI to develop the agenda and supporting slides for a cluster leader's meeting that is scheduled for early June. This meeting will bring the key lead contractors (six of them) together for the first time to hear the lessons learned from the early quick start results of the technology insertion into the DoDEA test schools. This is also the opportunity for the CAETI PM to ensure that all the program leaders are up to date and are allowed to contribute to the CAETI program vision and goals and objectives.

- Assisted the CAETI PM in organizing the package to conduct out briefings to the many proposers for the CAETI BAA that were not selected.

- Provided draft information packages to Dr. Bellman to respond to questions and briefings on the CAETI program based on requests from a number of congressional staff members. Of particular note were staff invitations to learn more about the program from Senator Bingaman's office as well as Congressmen Lewis' office.

- Supported the CAETI PM on routine activities associated with the CAETI program to include point papers, information papers, reports, and other information documents in response to ARPA internal requirements.

- Prepared a number of briefing packages for the CAETI PM to use in various meetings, conferences, workshops, and information briefings on the CAETI program
to DoD personnel. Highlights included briefings to the T2TG group, the Domain Specific Software Architecture group, and others in the training arena.

- Organized and prepared draft material for the SAET in support of the meeting of the education and training technology core subcommittee. This informal group meets on a routine basis to clarify the issues and develop recommended courses of actions for the R&D subcommittee. The majority of the effort at this time is carefully crafting the FY97 budget process to ensure the budget call for education and training R&D inputs across the federal agencies are consistent with the subcommittee's strategic plan.

- Attended with the SAET a budget preparation meeting with the chairman of the National Science and Technology Council's Committee on Education and Training to ensure the R&D inputs discussed above, were treated properly in the overall budget call.

- Conducted several meetings and provided draft back-up material to Mr. Art Sheey, Office of Education Research and Investigations, DoED. He is preparing a summer workshop on education technology and called upon this office to assist him in organizing background material for the meeting.

1.2.9. June 1995

- Prepared support material for the SAET and attended the quarterly Committee on Education and Training chaired by the Deputy Secretary of Education. The meeting reinforced the strategic plan for the R&D Subcommittee, explored means to collaborate on a united budget message for education and training, and participants were brought up to date on the national technology strategic plan required by congressional language. The need to better publicize the success of federal funding in education and training was turned over to OSTP to pull together.

- Prepared draft material and conducted coordination with a selected panel of education and training technologists for the SAET to fulfill his responsibility as the panel leader at the Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association major conference in Washington. The SAET led a panel that addressed ways to leverage the National Information Infrastructure for lifelong learning in the 21st Century.

- Organized and attended with the SAET several meetings of the R&D Subcommittee core team to prepare documentation and plans for inputting education and training R&D needs into the federal budget process for FY97. Current efforts include documentation for OMB, update of the strategic plan, information requested by congressional staff members, and guidance to all the federal agencies on what is required to report on their R&D budget submissions.

- Assisted the Interagency Technology Office in their continuing work to establish and staff their office as well as assistance in helping assemble their challenge grant program. This office now has representatives from most of the major federal departments and agencies and have started processing the grant applications for the FY95 Challenge Grants program. Their next goal is to continue the expansion of their responsibilities into a broader oversight function for all federal activities in technology
for education and training and develop the overall technology learning challenge parameters.

- Attended with and supported the SAET during a number of budget preparation meetings to refine means and methods for ensuring budget material for education and training R&D was clearly articulated to all the federal departments and agencies. Developed planning on what priorities should exist for this segment of R&D and articulated these to the National Science and Technology Council for their further dissemination to all the agencies.

- Assisted the CAETI PM with information packets for a number of meetings over the reporting period dealing with those companies, universities, and others who have an interest in or were candidates to participate in the CAETI program. Meetings during this period included those with Hughes, New York University, RAND, ERIM, and others.

- Assisted the PM with preparing formal presentations on the CAETI program to a number of audiences. These included groups at the National Security Agency, Defense Acquisition University, OSTP, and the Air Force Reserves.

- Represented the CAETI PM at a meeting with the Institute for Defense Analyses simulation center personnel to determine the status and next steps for establishing a CAETI simulation center. The purpose of this center will be to demonstrate CAETI tools that are being or have been developed for use in Defense training and education with emphasis on training.

- A major effort was expended by the support team during this period in assisting the CAETI PM for two major workshops conducted for program participants. The first workshop was to bring the recently designated technology cluster leaders on board with the CAETI program and was held at Far West Labs in San Francisco, CA during 11-14 June. All the members of the early CAETI quick start team briefed on the status of the program and presented a thorough run down on their roles for program integration. The support team organized the meeting, prepared material for the PM, and addressed the programmatic questions that were raised during the meeting. An after action report is in the process of being finalized for the PM's review and signature.

- The second major workshop that required a great deal of support from the team was hosted by NRaD for the CAETI PM in San Diego, CA from 25-29 June. This workshop was a follow-on to the earlier one and brought together voluntarily all the contractors that had an interest in getting early information on the program. The workshop consisted of over 80 participants and this team's role was similar to the first workshop's role but greatly expanded in breadth and scope.
2. Special Task Summaries

2.1. CAETI BAA

During this project, we provided technical analysis and support for the draft Broad Agency Announcement being prepared by Dr. Kirstie Bellman, ARPA program manager for the Computer Aided Education and Training Initiative (CAETI). Technical analysis and support for the draft Program Information Plan (PIP) was also prepared during this period to provide complementary details of the CAETI program that is spelled out only in general terms in the BAA. The PIP provides details on the BAA to industry and other agencies interested in pursuing possible CAETI program bids.

The BAA was made available to industry for their responses on 23 November. After release, approximately 75 responses were immediately received. This support team is not involved in the evaluation of these BAA responses nor was this team responsible for any aspect of establishing the BAA requirements or evaluation factors.

According to Dr. Bellman, CAETI program manager, responses to the BAA have been overwhelming and over 130 concept papers have been received.

2.2. DoDDS

- We assisted the technical support group for Dr. Bellman on the CAETI and provided technical assistance on the elements of the initiative. Of particular interest were meetings with the technology teams interested in pursuing "quick start" demonstrations and with the Department of Defense Dependent Schools System (DoDDS) headquarters to begin integrating schedules and earmarking possible school systems for inclusion in the CAETI program.

- Principal activities were the further development of criteria for school selection in Department of Defense Dependent Schools System (DoDDS) that will be earmarked for technology demonstrations, both for quick start (labeled "POGO") and the longer term CAETI program.

- We met with Dr. Steve Funk, NSF, to develop a coordinated approach between CAETI and the Broad Agency Announcement for DoDDS technical proposals that he is managing. The goal is to maximize test bed activities at DoDDS and to ensure the content material he is supervising in his program works in concert with the overall CAETI plan. Both are designed to introduce technology and compelling content into the DoDDS school system as demonstration projects.

- We presented a briefing that integrated the CAETI program with the National Science Foundation educational technology solicitations and asked for DoDDS to consider these programs as a single entity in their planning. This was enthusiastically accepted and we are now putting together an integrated program as part of the overall CAETI management plan. Coordination with DoDDS on target schools for conducting the technology insertion projects was also conducted at this and previous meetings. Currently, DoDDS has narrowed candidate schools down to four in Germany and two
in Italy. From this list, they will do on-site surveys (with our assistance) and down select to two or possibly three for CAETI/NSF use. Our assistance in helping them craft the selection criteria and process for narrowing down to the candidate list was greatly appreciated.

- A significant amount of effort was provided to Dr. Kirstie Bellman, in support of the CAETI. Support to this project will begin to increase dramatically because of the publication of the BAA and the announcement of the program kick-off. Principle activities supported during the reporting period include the following:

1. Reviewed several technical papers pertinent to the initiative.
2. Coordinated and helped draft a Memorandum of Understanding between ARPA and DISA in the initiative.
3. Reviewed the ARPA plan for using virtual reality to support medical training.
4. Reviewed and offered significant comments on the DoDDS long range technology plan.
5. Coordinated the DoDDS/NSF/CAETI network development plan.
6. Developed a distance learning strategy for DoDDS component in Germany with German Telcom agencies.
7. Presented a program overview on the CAETI and DoDDS technology initiatives to the dual use panel at the I/ITSEC conference.

- The attitude of DoDDS Europe regional leaders in relation to the planned program. Leadership was very supportive but concerned about future plans.

- Represented the CAETI PM in a meeting with the DoDDS information management team, National Science Foundation representative, and the POGO integration representatives to better understand and coordinate the network and computer equipment needs of the CAETI project, NSF project, and the DoDDS school system. The major issue is whether to commit to purchasing DOS machines, Mac machines, or a combination of the two. The decision was to look closely and investigate the new cards that Apple is advertising as a soon to be released product that will allow Mac machines to fully integrate DOS multimedia without the loss of any functions. The meeting also discussed plans and schedules for installing the school LANs and the most economical way to provide WAN connectivity to the Internet.

### 2.3. OSTP Support

- We participated with the Special Assistant for Education and Training (SAET) in the meetings held for the Deputy for Technology in the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), White House Executive Office of the President. These meetings concentrated on the establishment of the FY96 R&D priorities with special emphasis on preparing the OSTP input to the National Science and Technology Council. Education and training technology continued to be one of the top R&D priority areas for OSTP from among the eight areas submitted. The rationale for $88 million in
"new" money was recommended and briefed to the OMB budget examiners as essential for this area. The request received favorable support from OMB and when coupled with their additional funding support for approximately $100M in new funds for a Learning Challenge Grant, significant resources will be available beginning in FY96 to build upon an interagency R&D agenda that will make significant gains in the use of technology in education and training.

- We assisted in tracking the status of the FY96 R&D priorities and budget actions. As of this date, some funds (approximately $75 million) were identified for the Challenge Grant portion of the Technology Learning Challenge but it is not clear if other funds to support the FY96 R&D agenda have been made available. More work is needed to clearly understand the status of the funding. Enthusiasm remains high that there will be FY96 R&D items that can be funded.

- We supported setting an agenda and scheduling a meeting hosted by Paul Dimond, National Economic Council, and Dr. Henry Kelly, OSTP, to go over the status and next steps for the Technology Learning Challenge (Challenge Grant is a part of this). This was a key meeting and set the direction for all the federal interagency activities that will be pursued in education and training technology (R&D as well as deployment). The meeting was attended by the Office of Management Budget and they reported that funds had been made available in the FY1995 budget ($27M) and is in the FY1996 planned budget at approximately $80-100M for the Challenge Grant part of the Technology Learning Challenge. Funds for the other activities (R&D) while there, were in the DoED's budget lines and it is necessary for them to commit these funds to the ITO if the interagency team accomplishes what it has laid out in the strategic plan.

### 2.4. Symposia and Demonstrations

- Attended with the SAET a technology for education and training symposium. The symposium included a panel discussion on the future benefits and current obstacles to the use of technology in education and training. The DoD representative on the panel was BGEN Campbell, USAF director of modeling and simulation, who spoke on the need for transferring the already developed technology tools into the civilian education and training environment.

- Attended the Industry/Interservice Training, Simulation, Education and conference with the SAET and observed numerous workshops, briefings, and demonstrations of leading edge modeling and simulation technology applications for education and training. The displays were particularly powerful and while the majority of them were military oriented, it was easy to see the vast potential this technology holds in store for the broader education and training world. The large turn out of vendors speaks well of the commercial market this technology now holds in store for the education and training world. The demonstrated concept of real-time, interactive, distributed learning through simulations and networks was particularly intriguing. Also of interest was the emerging use of this technology to the world of entertainment and probably holds the greatest potential for a commercial market.
- Received a briefing and demonstration from the Multimedia Design Corporation and PRC on their MPact device and MPower software. These are very impressive tools that allow a teacher or trainer to quickly build digital multimedia lessons from multiple sources in a very user friendly manner. The MDC briefers were scheduled by us to also demonstrate their product at a meeting of the intergovernmental Subcommittee on R&D.

- Attended a briefing and demonstration of the use of simulation for training by the Bechtel corporation. Bechtel, in cooperation with a consortium of other commercial vendors and in cooperation with the EPA, have developed a package to use simulation to support their training needs for expensive and unique training on large pieces of equipment. They are looking for funding support from various federal agencies for their concept.

- Attended the Supercomputing 94 Grand Exhibition in Washington, D.C. and surveyed the vendors for potential applications to education and training. While the next generation of hardware and software tools were impressively displayed, there was little in direct applications available for education and training to view. The University of Pennsylvania demonstrated an intelligent navigator system that allowed one to quickly find resource material from any digital source that was very impressive.

- Received a demonstration from Mr. Ron Stevens, UCLA Medical Center, on a software tool that allows a teacher or instructor to manage the learning of his students. The system uses a visual comparison of problem solving skills (diagnosis in this case) of the student to that of an expert system. While every student learns differently to arrive at a solution to a problem, this system provided the most effective and efficient path to a solution, then compared how well the student followed it.

- Other meetings conducted and attended included the Massachusetts Distance Learning Partnership, Mr. Stan Bloyer (recent Director, Joint Warfighting Simulation Center), and a delegation from the RAM Corporation. All of these meetings were opportunities to exchange information on current initiatives in education and training technology; both from a federal level and from a commercial/state level.

- Attended a demonstration of a software application for use in middle schools and high schools that allows students to use astronomy and astrophysics data in an interactive environment from the University of California. The package was developed under an NSF grant and is now ready for dissemination. We directed the presenters to several agencies that would be interested in supporting the deployment of this software.

- Attended a meeting with a representative from the Oracle corporation who described a new database search system called ConTEXT. The technology is unique in that it allows data to be searched and consolidated based on syntax and content rather than key words. May have application in digital libraries but it does not promote open systems because it is unique to this company and must operate on their server software.

- Attended a software conference at MIT in support of Dr. Kirstie Bellman. Subject of the conference was the use of MUDs and MOOs as tools for learning. While these are
interesting applications and draw participants into a virtual environment, much work needs to be done to understand how they can be used in an education and training setting.